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I am pleased to present the 16x16
handbook. This forms part of the
£1.3 million Luton Investment
Framework (LIF) Skills and Opportunities
Programme. Luton Borough Council,
together with schools, further and higher
education partners and employers have
worked to develop this young person’s
programme aimed at 14−16 year olds.
We want to raise our young people’s
aspirations and support them to reach
their full potential.
Over the coming years, there will be in excess of
18,500 new jobs in Luton, many highly skilled and
with an above average salary. It is our intention
through this programme to support our young
people in securing these jobs. One of the aims of the
LIF is ‘local jobs for local people’.

This programme forms part of our £1.5 billion
investment plan which will see the town totally
transform. The investment will see thousands of
much-needed new homes built, new schools, a
tangible difference to the wellbeing of the people of
the town and a noticeable increase in prosperity.
Further funding and projects are being identified for
improved infrastructure, better health outcomes
and making people feel safe and creating a better
cultural and leisure offer.
Cllr Hazel Simmons
Leader of Luton Borough Council
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Introduction
The 16x16 programme aimed at 14−16 year olds,
offers young people the chance to display the
standards that employers feel are needed in the
world of work, education and training.
It provides schools, short stay schools, and
those following alternative or complementary
programmes the opportunity to ensure that
young people are prepared for working life with
the fundamental skills/standards that full-time
employers need.
As part of the current skills agenda it is intended that
every young person will leave their place of learning
at 16 with a 16x16 certificate.
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The aim is that all young people, employers and
learning providers in Luton will support this
programme to ensure that:
 the standards indicate personal qualities rather
than particular skills
 it is accessible to all learners
 each learning centre will try and work with
business partners to promote the programme
and preparation for employment.

Why do we need a 16x16
for Luton?
The standard supports the three key aims of the
programme:
 successful learners – who enjoy learning, making
progress and achieving
 confident individuals – who can live safe, healthy
and fulfilling lives
 responsible citizens – who make a positive
contribution to society.
The 16x16 programme provides a mechanism
to develop personal learning and thinking skills
alongside the more functional skills of English, Maths
and ICT.
The 2017 CBI/Pearson Education and Skills Survey
and the South East Midlands Local Enterprise
Partnership (SEMLEP) 2017 Business Survey both
highlight employer concerns that often young
people lack:
 positive attitude/qualities
 aptitude for work
 literacy and numeracy
 relevant work experience

The 16x16 programme has been designed for young
people to develop, stretch and challenge their
qualities and skills through experiences. Through
“encounters with employers, young people are
86% less likely to become NEET (Not in Education,
Employment or Training) and earn 18% more
throughout their careers” (Careers and Enterprise
Company).

Qualities
Qualities is about who we are as a person and
our character will determine how we react to
situations. The young person will develop their
character to remain calm and professional in a
variety of situations, displaying qualities such as
empathy, strength, decision making, kindness,
sympathy, flexibility, and responsibility. This
is also about attendance, punctuality and
appearance.

Skills
This is about the skills young people already
have, how they can improve them and develop
new skills needed. It is also about recognising
these skills and how they relate to the world
of work. Skills include different ways of
communicating, problem-solving, resilience, IT
skills and specific skills for jobs.

The CBI reports that personal qualities such as
communication skills, resilience, teamwork and
problem-solving are high priorities for employers
recruiting young people.
The programme also supports the co-ordination of
good practice already taking place and promotes
better collaboration and partnership working.
These include:
 school based activities
 careers enterprise advisers
 connect
 achieve
 Pixl Edge
 GroFar
 Schools Careers Programme
 Young Enterprise
 Duke Of Edinburgh Award
 National Citizen Service (NCS)
 scouts, guides, cadets etc.

Experiences
This is about the types of experience that young
people will have with the world of work. This
could be interview practice with an employer,
mentoring, work experience, industry days,
volunteering, taking part in sports teams, clubs
and awards. This also includes awards such as
the Duke of Edinburgh Award, NCS or activities
within youth organisations including scouts,
guides and cadets.
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Benefits
Benefits to young people
The 16x16 programme has many benefits for young
people. It accredits qualities and skills the majority of
young people use daily in terms of communication,
behaviour and attitude towards their studies,
volunteer work and employment. It can also indicate
potential career paths and areas of employment
where young people may have particular strengths.
It also motivates young people who work hard
every day and deserve a recognisable standard that
employers understand.
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For students not planning to go into work at 16,
the collation of the 16x16 portfolio will enable
them to understand their ‘core skills’, strengths and
weaknesses to support them when they do enter
the labour market or further and higher education
opportunities.

Benefits to employers
The 16x16 programme also benefits employers.
They will know when a young person presents their
certificate at an interview, for work experience,
training or employment that they will have reached
a required standard and have the certificate as
evidence of their achievements. This means young
people can enter the world of work prepared to be
challenged and able to demonstrate persistence,
flexible thinking and initiative.

Benefits to education providers
There are also huge positives for learning providers if
learners achieve a recognised level.
The accreditation will give ‘currency’ to all the
standards that providers expect from their learners
on a daily basis and which are outlined in their
rules. An upturn in achievement is likely as learners
become more motivated and begin to understand
what is expected of an employee in the working
world.
The young person, with the help of their form/
course tutor or mentor, will begin to measure
themselves against the criteria. Then a support

tutor or learning mentor will verify their grades
against how the young person has performed.
Young people will be able to reflect on their skills in
good time to enable them to have an opportunity
to improve this over the course of their studies and
meet any moderation deadlines.
Education providers will ensure there are sufficient
members of staff who understand and can provide
quality assurance to the 16x16 programme. This will
include meeting other partners and members of
the quality assurance panel to discuss progress and
achievements.
All education providers must ensure that quality
assurance evaluation and moderation is undertaken
in their area and this evaluation process should
include feedback from employers, group leaders
and young people.
Engagement in the programme will ensure young
people are better equipped for the next stages post
16 for independent learning, are more resilient and
have a clearer understanding of the pathways and
progression routes available to them.

Luton clusters
These icons represent key employment sectors in
Luton. They are being used in schools and colleges
to raise awareness of jobs for the future among
young people.

CONSTRUC TION

CRE ATIVE ARTS AND MEDIA

TECHNOLOGY

AEROSPACE AND AVIATION

ADVANCED MANUFAC TURING , ENGINEERING AND AUTOMOTIVE
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Working with stakeholders
Working with employers
New markets and industries are emerging all the
time and the demand for higher level skills in the
workforce continues to increase. A tough labour
market means all young people need to be business
and customer aware. They also need the underlying
skills that will enable them to succeed in any job.
They must have good employability skills including
the ability to solve problems, work in a team and
manage their time effectively. These changes
have implications for the learning experiences and
support that learning providers offer young people.
These may include:
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 structured learning experiences that promote
young people’s future economic wellbeing
and help them to make the most of changing
opportunities in learning and in work
 high quality information, advice and guidance
(IAG) that help young people take control of their
future and make learning and work choices that
best reflect their strengths and abilities

Working with parents/carers
Parents and carers remain the single most important
influence on young people’s learning, aspirations
and career choices. They can be encouraged to
support their son/daughter in working towards and
improving their overall achievement of the 16x16
programme by:
 delivering some of the activities, arranging to
take young people on work placements or tasters
 acting as mentors/role models/business
champions
 ensuring their son/daughter is punctual and
attends
 contributing to the evaluation of the programme
 raising awareness of the programme within their
own organisation (as employers and employees).

 new approaches to raising aspirations and
challenging stereotyped and traditional choices
 more opportunities for young people to gain
first hand experience of the workplace and make
contact with employers.
The importance of providing these learning
experiences and support is reflected in Ofsted
inspections. These require inspectors to form
judgements on: “the extent to which students
develop workplace and other skills that will
contribute to their future economic well-being”.
(School Inspection Handbook).
Activities that will support the young people
achieving the 16x16 programme include:
 experience of work, work shadowing, work
tasters, work-related learning, careers education,
mentoring, coaching and IAG applied and
vocational courses
 personal development courses.

Working with governors
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School and college governors can help to improve
the quality of provision by using their particular
knowledge and skills (for example, business and
financial skills) in playing an active role in helping
schools/colleges to adopt best practice.

 creating regular (at least annual) opportunities
for the full governing body to receive an input
from the individual governor and staff raising
awareness of the programme within their own
organisation (as employers and employees).

Governing bodies can support the 16x16 by:

Potential benefits to governors include:

 ensuring there is a statement in place in the
overall school/college/centre improvement plan

 recognising and celebrating success

 appointing a link governor to support the staff,
parents and young people in achieving the
programme

 informing decision making

 developing relationships with the staff
 developing a skilled workforce for the future.

The 16x16 programme
The 16x16 programme is achieved by completing the 16 activities below, meeting the criteria set
and linking to key standards.

Activities

Communication
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Leadership
and teamwork

Professional conduct
and motivation

Skills

Contribution to
community and
enterprise

1

A presentation/discussion/debate/group talk

2

Completed application and CV writing tasks

3

Developed a personal statement and completed situational
judgement tests

4

Taken part in realistic interviews

5

Represented the school/organisation in a positive manner

6

Been part of a team

7

Demonstrated leadership skills

8

Attended an extra curricular activity /sport or intervention
activity

9

Taken responsibility within school

10

Behaviour has met high standard expected by school

11

Taken part in workplace experiences

12

Attendance, punctuality and appearance has been in line
with expectations

13

Participated in external visits - careers fairs/college taster
days/university visit

14

Evaluated skills and behaviours

15

Skills extension and development linked to pipeline

16

Worked in the community/volunteering /fundraising/charity
work

Key standards
Communication

Skills

Has an excellent level of communication, both verbal
and non-verbal. Can clearly show empathy towards
people within their working area. Is focused on
performing at a high level. Can clarify own ideas,
concepts and terminology. Able to express personal
regard and interest dependent upon the situation. Is
always polite to people and can adapt conversation
to suit the situation. Shares ideas and can contribute
intelligently to discussions.

Has understood basic employability skills, can
recognise these skills and how they are needed in
the world of work. Has developed own skills and
able to recognise own strengths and weaknesses,
development on specific skills needs are identified
related to career choices.

Leadership and teamwork
Has shown good skills in leadership and teamwork.
Understands when to take the lead and when to
let others lead, listens to others, allows for others’
opinions even if opposing, puts forward ideas
and expresses views, questions and challenges as
appropriate remaining courteous and professional.
Understands how to work with others’ strengths and
weaknesses and encourages others to participate.
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Professional conduct and motivation
Has shown persistence and demonstrated high
levels of self-motivation. Does not easily give up
when it is difficult to find the answers or solutions.
During this time has shown initiative and problemsolving skills relevant to the task in hand. Has
proved to be able to think flexibly and work within
guidelines and follow instructions. Able to deal
with pressure and think clearly when necessary. Has
proved to be very reliable, including punctuality and
attendance. Behaviour has been of an extremely
high standard at all times. Always able to work safely,
and understand the safety needs of others who are
working nearby. Works well with others and will
often input or can take the lead in group situations.

Contribution to community and enterprise
Has shown an understanding of why working and
supporting the community, charity or enterprise
is important. Is dependable, reliable and thorough
in completion of tasks, looks to resolve problems
and supports others to complete tasks . Has proved
to be able to think of the needs of others or the
community and commit time and effort to support
the work undertaken. Has proved to be very reliable,
including punctuality and attendance. Has been
able to display a positive attitude, work safely and
understand the safety needs of others who are
working nearby.

Evidence requirements
Communication
1: A presentation/discussion/debate/group talk
The young person can present ideas and information to an audience, communicates effectively speaking
clearly, using appropriate verbal and non-verbal techniques e.g. presentation aids, eye contact and body
language. They allow for others to express opinions or views and responds appropriately, listens well and
moves the discussion forward.

Some examples of evidence
Class/house/school assembly, debate team, parents evening, school ambassador presentation to students,
student voice, student council, speed meetings, class discussions, debating sessions, focus groups,
enterprise project, work experience, chair meetings, discussion groups, project meetings or any activity
that is a group talk/presentation either in or out of school.

2: Completed application and CV writing tasks
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The young person can complete written and online applications, personal statements and create a CV using
appropriate language, spelling, grammar and can identify skills and qualities that an employer would be
looking for and give examples of using those in school and personal life.

Some examples of evidence
CV writing, analysing skills, self-awareness and assessment, completing application forms or writing a
personal profile.

3: Developed a personal statement and completed situational judgement tests
The young person can write a good personal statement using appropriate language and referencing
examples of skills developed and qualities sought by employers. Understands the requirement in situational
judgement tests and has practiced example tests.

Some examples of evidence
Write a personal statement suitable for a CV, covering letter or college/ UCAS application. Example tests
completed.

4: Taken part in realistic interviews
The young person understands how to prepare and take part in different types of interview - face to face,
telephone or Skype. Develop research skills, punctuality, dress sense, behaviour and use of language.
They have prepared answers to likely questions to demonstrate a range of skills and qualities, understand
communication skills such as body language, eye contact, greetings and questioning.

Some examples of evidence
Realistic interview with a more senior student, teacher, club leader or employer. Be the interviewer
through role play in class, evidence of real interviews for work experience or part-time work.

5: Represented the school/organisation in a positive manner
The young person understands how to represent the school/organisation, appearance, use of language,
listen to and answer questions, professional manner and behaviour, body language and eye contact.

Some examples of evidence
Tour guide, parents evenings, mentoring, working with other schools, transition events, prefect, captain
duties, sports teams, presentations or debating.

Leadership and teamwork
6: Been part of a team
The young person will participate as part of a team, contribute to the team as required by the team leader/
group, express ideas to move the project forward, complete tasks given responsibility for, communicate,
listen well, support others to succeed, treats others fairly and with respect.

Some examples of evidence
Participate in a class/house school project, enterprise project, during work experience, industry days,
sports teams, Duke of Edinburgh Award, NCS, external clubs (scouts, guides, cadets etc.) or other activities
inside and outside of school.

7: Demonstrated leadership skills
The young person will demonstrate leadership/coaching skills, lead a team well, support and coach others to
succeed, be considerate of team members, aware of others and own strengths and weaknesses, empathy,
consideration, problem-solving, resilience and initiative. They will lead by example, support other team
members, treats others fairly and with respect. The young person searches for solutions or answers, able to
deal with pressure, think clearly and ensures that others views are considered.

Some examples of evidence
Show leadership/coaching/support skills to a group or a peer/colleague, lead in a class/house/school
project, enterprise project, during work experience, industry days, sports teams, Duke of Edinburgh
Award, NCS, external clubs (scouts, guides, cadets etc.) or other activities inside and outside of school.

8: Committed to an extra curricular/sport or intervention activity
The young person will be part of a club, scheme, sport or intervention activity either internal or external.
They will understand the commitment needed to participate and how to prepare for the activity, develop
independence and self-reliance.
The young person shows persistence and motivation in learning something new and does not give up easily.

Some examples of evidence
Sports, drama, science, guides, scouts, cadets, revision clubs or other activities.
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Professional conduct and motivation
9: Taken responsibility within school
The young person has a position of responsibility within your school or external club. They understand how
to dress appropriately, understand how to promote a good self-image and enhance the reputation of the
school/ organisation.

Some examples of evidence
Head girl/boy, student voice, house captain, head of house, student council, peer mentor or ambassador.

10: Behaviour has met high standard expected by school
The young person will have proved to be reliable; including punctuality and attendance, behaviour will be
of a high standard. They are able to work safely and understand the safety of others, works well with others
and will offer input or lead in a group situation.

Some examples of evidence
They will have taken any school duties seriously such as mentor, tour guide, prefect, sports captain, debate
team or other internal/external activity. They may have developed skills in work experience, part-time work
or at a club or event they are a member of outside of school.
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11: Taken part in workplace experiences
The young person will be willing to participate and get the most out of work placement experiences.
They will develop understanding of industry sectors, roles and responsibilities and career pathways and
progression. The young person will adhere to workplace rules for attitudes, behaviour, appearance,
attendance, punctuality and health and safety. They represent themselves and the school professionally,
maintaining a good attitude, motivation, enthusiasm to learn and responsibility. They will need to respond to
direction and requests and seek help if unsure, ask questions and maintain log books as required. The young
person will be required to maintain professional conduct at all times, enhancing aspirations and linked to the
skills pipeline in Luton.

Some examples of evidence
Work experience, work place visits, enterprise project, industry day, mentoring with an employer,
networking sessions with employers, taster sessions and skills development programmes.

12: Attendance, punctuality and appearance has been in line with expectations
The young person will have proved to be reliable; including punctuality and attendance and behaviour will
be of a high standard. The young person is able to work safely and understand the safety of others, works
well with others and will offer input or lead in a group situation. They will understand how this fits into the
world of work.

Some examples of evidence
94%+ school attendance. 1 - 2 lates (excluding proven medical needs, school buses etc). Commendations/
rewards for attendance in school and dressed appropriately at an external event.

Skills
13: Participated in external visits - careers fairs/college taster days/ university visit
They will be expected to attend a variety of different events (at least 5) to enhance knowledge of career
pathways, investigate careers of interest and learn about the different jobs and ways of joining the industry.
The young person will be expected to gather information in more than one career, finding out more details
about each, engagement with training providers, employers and colleges.

Some examples of evidence
Self-assessment, career questionnaires, feedback forms from careers events and information on pathways
for at least five chosen career options.

14: Evaluated skills and behaviours
They will need to develop an understanding of all of the skills that they use to perform a variety of activities
in school and everyday life.
They will use the development plan throughout the 16x16 programme to reflect on the work they have
completed, what they could have done better, what they did really well, what they have learnt and what this
means for them in the world of work.
Using their grading profile - the young person will look at how this affects their career choices and plans for
further education, higher education, apprenticeships or other training.

Some examples of evidence
Self-assessment, grading profile, career aspirations and education goals. Evaluation of the skills and
qualities that have been developed through experiences.

15: Skills extension and development linked to pipeline
Linked to local labour market intelligence and the skills development needs in Luton, the young person
will develop knowledge about specific skills and qualifications that are needed to work in a particular
occupation. They will research their career choices of interest and link to the interview activity, what they
have found about the industry, local and national employers, entry routes, requirements and progression
pathways.

Some examples of evidence
Industry days, further education college taster days, skills development programme, employer
supported project, IT skills, dexterity/manual skills development, sector specific skills, literacy, numeracy,
communication and employability skills.
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Contribution to community and enterprise
16: Worked in the community/volunteering /fundraising/charity work
The young person will have committed some time to helping others, the school, external clubs or the local
community. Taking part, developing or supporting activities for the good of others or to make the school
environment or community better.

Some examples of evidence
Fundraising for charities such as Children in Need, Sports Relief, Comic Relief, MacMillan or develop
fundraising activities to support events within the school or external clubs. Volunteering at school,
external clubs and in the community such as litter picking, tidying communal gardens, nursing homes or
school fairs. Taking part in sponsored activities such as Race for Life, mud run etc. Supporting neighbours
with shopping, gardening, and housekeeping.
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Moderation and appeals process
Moderation process

Appeals process

All learning providers taking part in the Luton
16x16 programme agree to the following:

In the event of an appeal a candidate or parent
should look to resolve the issue concerned with
their school in the first instance. In the unlikelihood
that the issue cannot be resolved and in exceptional
circumstances the quality assurance panel will
convene a small group that will consist of a local
employer, trained teaching staff and the local
authority.

 staff involved in the assessment procedure will
attend a moderation training session
 all providers will ensure each individual’s
application will be moderated trained staff
 the consistency of internal assessment is assured
through internal standardisation
 as with all high quality standards there will be
external moderation and quality assurance
 evidence will be sampled by the quality assurance
panel

On receipt of the written appeal, the appeals body
will conduct an external assessment which will
involve a moderation of the candidate’s case.
The candidate or parent will be informed in writing
of the outcome of the appeal and of any steps taken
to further protect the interests of the candidate.
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Resources
Resources to support the 16x16
programme are available to
download at 			
www.luton.gov.uk/16x16
 16x16 handbook
 16x16 evidence booklet
 Student exemplars
 Ordering certificates
 Posters

Individual statement
Name
Tick the skills
Communication

Skills

Leadership and teamwork

Contribution to community and enterprise

Professional conduct and motivation
Experience - what did you do?
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How did you develop your qualities or skills?

What went well? What could you do better?

Signature:

Date:

Witness statement
Name of young person
Witness statement - please tick the area covered below
Communication

Skills

Leadership and teamwork

Contribution to community and enterprise

Professional conduct and motivation
Please comment on the performance of the young person in this activity
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What skills did the young person demonstrate?

Student name:

Witness name:

Name of school:

Email address:

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Signature:

Employer 16x16 commitment
There are many ways employers can get involved in supporting young people to develop their
qualities and skills. Developing their understanding of the world of work is key to motivating and
developing greater aspirations.
The development of the charter will support employers in strengthening engagement with schools.
Below you will find a list of recommended activities with details of what they mean. Businesses
do not have to commit to all activities and can pick which ones they are able to support. The
employability coordinator assigned to you will work and support you through the process.
Employers working with schools will provide a named contact, receive an induction, adhere to
school individual safeguarding policies and where indicated * will need to undergo a DBS check.

Activity
Recognition of achievements
Promotion through contacts networking
Recognition

Guaranteed interviews
Development, moderation and quality assurance of award
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Donations of equipment, training, finance and materials
Student networking
events

Networking/breakfast events
Careers fairs
De-timetabled days
Mock applications/interviews (half to 1 day)

Engagement with
students

Classroom/assembly speakers
Workshops
Mentoring/e-mentoring*
Enterprise or extension projects in schools
Student job shadowing (2 - 4 hours)

Workplace experiences

Work experience placements (2-week block; 1 day/week)/holiday
work experience/paid work experience)
Industry days/virtual industry visits
Skills training
Teacher placements (1 school day)

CPD for teachers

Supporting curriculum lessons linked to careers
Teacher job shadowing (2 - 4 hours)

What does this mean?
Recognition
Recognition of achievements
Minimal contribution but will recognise the achievements of a young person presenting to interview.

Promotion through contacts networking
Promoting the 16x16 programme and be an ambassador to schools and employers to participate in the
project. Display that you are a participant and allow for use of your logo in marketing.

Guaranteed interview
An applicant for a vacant position who states on their application they have achieved their 16x16 is
guaranteed an interview (providing entry qualifications have been met).

Development, moderation and quality assurance of award
Be part of the development and moderation team for external quality assurance. Attend meetings, carry
out sampling and support improvements to ensure standards are maintained.

Donations of equipment, training, finance and materials
Financial contributions may be used to fund school facilities, projects or learning resources e.g. library
books; technical equipment; even buildings. Businesses may provide donations of their specific products as
part of subsidising a school activity e.g. a school trip, production or sports event.

Student networking events
Networking/breakfast events
Take part in events with students and be prepared to talk about your sector/industry, how to apply,
qualifications needed and career pathways.

Careers fairs
Attend careers fairs to give an overview of your sector, types of jobs available, how to apply and career
pathways.
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Engagement with students
De-timetabled days
Take part in a variety of events organised by the school on days that are off timetable - presentations,
enterprise activities or dragons den.

Mock applications/interviews (half to 1 day)
Be an interviewer in a realistic interview format with students asking typical interview questions for your
industry. This could be by telephone, Skype or face-to-face.

Classroom/assembly speakers
Schools invite speakers from the workplace to come and give information and advice about their jobs, and
suggest career paths for those students interested in their respective sectors or work roles. Such speakers
can outline the essential employment skills required, and discuss the matching of the school curriculum
with career needs.

Workshops
Will participate in sector specific workshops/ skills development for a group of young people within
schools or colleges. This could be over one day, one afternoon or a series of sessions as agreed.

Mentoring/e-mentoring
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One-to-one mentoring for students, just once or over a period of time to support the young person
develop their employability skills. This could support confidence building, communication skills but also
prepare a young person for post-16 education, interviews or work experience etc.
E-mentoring
An employee delivers one-to-one guidance and support to a pupil individually over the internet.

Enterprise or extension projects in schools
Short-term enterprise activities delivered in schools can involve simulation of business challenges. This
could be a real life problem that would need solving. You can give the background, resources required and
set the students tasks to solve or develop their project.

Workplace experiences
Student job shadowing (2 - 4 hours)
The student follows one person through an agreed working time period observing the demands and skills
they have to use.

Work experience placements (2-week block; 1 day/week/term)
Work experience helps learners understand and develop the employability skills and positive ‘can-do’
attitude employers are looking for.

Holiday work experience
Support work experience for students wanting to participate in their own time during school/college
holidays.

Paid work experience
Where available and for the right student - perhaps where there is potential for the young person to be a
potential future employee.

Industry days
To give an insight into a particular industry, processes job roles and day-to-day activities. Visits to places of
work beyond the school include site tours which, extend the students’ understanding of the many kinds
of jobs available in a business organisation. The company hosts the visit and provides employees to act as
guides for small groups of students giving them an overview of how the company operates.

Virtual industry visits
Such ‘visits’ are conducted through company websites where students may tour a workplace seeing the
respective site and identifying all the specialist roles within it.

Skills training
Skills training in specific areas for young people - in school, college or the workplace - a short course on
excel/word, use of tools and presentation skills etc.

CPD for teachers
Teacher placements (1 school day)
Placements for teachers help to foster skills, business insights and a grasp of what employers need.
This could be linked to a key area e.g. maths and have key staff from one or a group of schools to aid
understanding of curriculum links.

Supporting curriculum lessons linked to careers
Curriculum learning (including STEM & Modern Foreign Languages) co-delivered by teachers and
employers linking curriculum to their own experiences.

Teacher job shadowing (2 -4 hours)
The teacher follows one person through an agreed working time period observing the demands and skills
they have to use. The teacher can then use their experiences within the classroom.
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01582 547 367
employability.coordinator@luton.gov.uk
www.luton.gov.uk/16x16
@lutoncouncil

Luton Borough Council
Town Hall
George Street
Luton
LU1 2BQ

lutoncouncil
JN: 117.1

